Art in Dialogue: Visibility and voice communicating ‘hard to articulate’ illness experiences
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Introduction:

Everyday
Transitions

Through an account of personal experience connecting art to illness and everyday life, this
narrative touches on, how using an app on my mobile phone to create Digital art, transformed
my illness experience into a more meaningful way of living, moving from clinician to patient.
Shape of
change

Stuck in
the Mud

Exploring art and the human factor my narrative aims to:
- Open dialogue, raise awareness and create agency about facilitating ‘expression of illness’

Mutual
Respect
Unity
Synergy

- Show how such expressions can be a visual language communicating the clinical process
and complexities of the ‘lived experience’ to a wider audience
- Open ways of knowing and learning to help healthcare professionals
get a deeper understanding of what people go through
New understanding about issues faced by patients opens up communication
channels, playing an integral part in patient-clinician interview.

FIGURE 1: My Everyday - Micro and Macro Communications within my brain

Seeing more of the face behind the illness, not just the person with an illness.
FIGURE 2: Inner Rhythm

Methods:
Given that so much of the human experience
around illness is steeped in emotion and
complexity, the focus is on our understandings
of identity, art and illness.

Result:
I present my own dialogue and
agency of being an artist, patient
and retired clinician, exploring
creative expression through the
digital medium.

I used art as a self-inquiry,
a) To capture and represent my journey

FIGURE 3: Stuck in the Mud

FIGURE 4: Collective Strength

b) Looking into ‘the essence of being a
patient’ and ‘making sense of illness’

Creating something tangible generated a sense of
purpose, helping me to regain some control from
over-powering emotions and challenges that
stemmed from living with a rare ‘unexpected’
illness.

c) Documenting my observations using
colour to portray different energies
surrounding adaptations, transitions
and impact on image and lifestyle
The creative and reflective outcomes are
the result of my research inquiry deliberating
on my encounter integrating art with narrative
as a technique to depict the subjective
experience of illness.

FIGURE 5: Mutual Respect

My personal journey invites a collective
understanding of “how people make sense of key
life experiences and what it means to them”.
FIGURE 6: Stolen Moments

FIGURE 7: Synergy

The profound psychosocial impact from illness
makes it a challenging experience and art can act as
a tool to cope with combating everyday struggles.

Discussion:
A great deal of diagnostic power can be drawn from the visual world, opening tangential
pathways of learning, helping to explore our understanding of ‘Human aspect of Medical
Practice’. Presentation and Representation of illness expressed through art forms can help
bridge the gap between ‘Biomedical and Human focus’ as well as ‘Complexities of
Communication’ encountered in multi-disciplinary health environments.
Art encourages self-reflection, looking inwards, the way we see and think to deepen our
perspectives. Indeed, we can all use art to further develop ‘thinking out of the box’
approaches to clinical practice and everyday experience of healthcare. Given the
opportunity, art can influence, inspire and enable individual and collective change.
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FIGURE 9: My inner Reality

